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Future Capital is a global initiative to establish a more evolved relationship between capital and consciousness — using investment capital as a creative force for supporting and accelerating the well-being of current and future generations.

**Future Capital Inaugural Meeting: UN Headquarters, New York**

The inaugural gathering of the Future Capital was held at the United Nations in New York, September 12–13, 2019. The Design Team included members of the UN Office of Partnerships, the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), and the World Academy of Art & Science (WAAS). The focus of the fifty founding members was to find ways to support and accelerate existing transformation initiatives while also identifying and promoting new and emergent initiatives aimed at achieving an improvement in the quality and speed of implementation of the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals.

**Roundtable on Financing Global Development: World Bank, Washington DC**

The inaugural gathering was followed by a roundtable meeting at World Bank Headquarters in Washington, DC, September 16–17, 2019. The meeting comprised WAAS, the World Bank and founding members of Future Capital. The purpose of the roundtable, was to explore ideas and practical strategies to enhance the effective use of money, financial markets and other forms of capital to address the climate crisis, the implementation of the SDGs and to achieve other objectives that promote the equitable improvement of human well-being at a global level.

**Roundtable on the Future of Money: Dubrovnik, Croatia**

As a follow-on to these meetings, WAAS hosted a roundtable discussion to explore the psychological and social foundations of money, aimed at understanding the relationship between money, values and consciousness. This meeting was held in Dubrovnik November 18–20, 2019. The roundtable delved into the financial linkage between economic and political equality, and how to utilize money as an instrument for wellbeing of all. For more information, presentations and papers can be accessed here.

**Global Leaders Forum, Seoul, South Korea**

Recognizing the importance of the mission of Future Capital, Lawrence Ford, the Founder of Future Capital and Mila Popovich from WAAS were invited to represent Future Capital at the Global Leaders Forum November 18–19, 2019. Organized by one of the top TV stations in South Korea, TV Chosun, the annual forum brings together world leaders and experts on the future of the geo-political, economic, scientific and technological domains. Following the keynote by H.E. Ban Ki-moon, former Secretary-General of the United Nations, Future Capital was introduced to the Global Leaders Forum attendees and the South Korean TV audience. Possibilities for collaborations, future events, and extended presence of Future Capital in South Korea were explored in the ensuing meetings with the country’s leading political, finance and business and media leaders.
Expert Group Meeting on Sustainable Development Investing and Impact Measurement

Lawrence Ford represented Future Capital at the Expert Group Meeting on Sustainable Development Investing and Impact Measurement on December 10, 2019 at the United Nations. This expert group meeting built on previous IATF (Inter-Agency Task Force on Financing for Development) work and served as an input to the work of the Global Investors for Sustainable Development Alliance, which was launched by the Secretary General in October 2019. This Alliance brought together thirty of the most influential CEOs who have committed to foster the harmonization of standards for sustainability reporting and measurement to enhance the impact and transparency of investments for all stakeholders.

UPDATE: Consciousness Program, Powered by Future Capital

The Consciousness Program is focused on the nexus of consciousness and capital. Future Capital is actively exploring integrating the diverse and rich contributions of the founders group into a global transformation education program. The purpose of this program will be a) to support and accelerate the implementation of the SDGs and b) to raise the level of consciousness of business and political leaders, thereby increasing the level of well-being of humanity and providing a sustainable future for generations to come.

UPDATE: Capital Program, Powered by Future Capital

The Capital Program’s phase one is focused on a UN-hosted meeting with leaders in the financial services community aimed at securing commitments to regenerate and transform their policies and take directed funding action toward creating a more conscious and inclusive capital system. Monthly meetings have been held with our UN sponsors to discuss progress, solicit feedback, and review requirements for success. Efforts to date have focused on producing the required materials and informal testing of CEO and CIO willingness to participate is on-going. The phase one plan has key milestones in April 2020, June 2020, and August 2020, with interim milestones and deliverables in between. At the same time, the Capital Group will continue to nurture and gather individuals and organizations that focus on capital for the common good and are committed to abiding to the stated mission of Future Capital.

Future Capital Summit 2020, UN Headquarters, New York

In 2020, Future Capital will convene a global Future Capital Summit at the United Nations in collaboration with the World Academy of Art & Science (WAAS), the UN Office of Partnerships, UNCTAD, and other like-minded organizations. The aim of the Summit will be to expand the network of participating individuals and organizations and build momentum for accelerated change. The target date for the summit is mid-September 2020.

Global Leadership in the 21st Century Summit, UN Office of Geneva

WAAS is partnering with the United Nations Office of Geneva (UNOG) on a project and initiative: Global Leadership in the 21st Century (GL-21). Asking what kind of leadership it will take to lead humanity into a new paradigm of human development, this multi-stakeholder, multi-sectoral project will highlight innovative strategies and effective principles to accelerate the emergence of dynamic leadership for successful implementation of the SDGs and for rapid social transformation. Future Capital is the lead partner in the Business and Finance sector of the project. GL-21 will culminate in a major two-day conference at UNOG on October 27–28, 2020 marking the 75th Anniversary of the United Nations.
Ongoing Commitment
Future Capital is committed to activating the power at the nexus of consciousness and capital for societal transformation. The events that we convene or participate in are intended to bring together diverse and richly experienced individuals and groups drawn from business and finance, arts and sciences, academia, and world wisdom traditions. We seek to tap into a field of collective intelligence and identify high-potential, grounded actions that serve the common good through multilevel connections and opportunities:

Individual — Learning, supporting, and gaining inspiration from current state-of-the-art practices.
Bilateral — Aligning and collaborating with others who share a common purpose.
Collective — Reaching an understanding, as a group, on actions that can influence economic systems.

Future Capital Founding Members

SEPTEMBER 12–13, 2019, United Nations
* Design Team Members

Richard Barrett:* Internationally Recognized Thought Leader on Human Values; Founder, Barrett Values Center
Mindahi Bastida: Original Caretakers Initiative, Center for Earth Ethics; Caretaker, Traditions of the Otomi People
Nilima Bhat:* Author, Founder – Shakti Fellowship for Women Changemakers, Spirituality & Wellbeing expert
Hanna Branu: Economist; UNCTAD (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development)
Stefan Brunnhuber: Socioeconomist; Psychiatrist; Professor; World Academy of Art & Science
Rinaldo Brutoco: Entrepreneur; Author; Futurist; Radio Personality; Founder, World Business Academy
Alejandro Calderon: founder of Mutual Empathy, co-founder ValueSkies, formerly JP Morgan, Morgan Stanley
Chantal Line Carpenter: Chief of UNCTAD New York; UN Department of Economic Affairs
Katherine Collins: Author; Head of Sustainable Investing at Putnam; Founder Honeybee Capital
Susan Davis:* Social Venture Entrepreneur; Creator of KINS Innovation Networks; Founder, Investors Circle
Heather Desjardins:* Chief Development Officer, Conscious Capital Wealth Management
Frank Dixon:* Author; Global Systems Change Expert; Formerly Managing Director of Innovest
Michael Dorsey, PhD: Expert on Global Energy, Environment, Finance and Sustainability; Around the Corner & IberSun Solar
Jed Emerson: Author; Coach; Professor; Deep Purpose Thinker; Blended Value; Impact Assets

Lawrence Ford:* Author, Advisor; “Shaman of Wall Street”; CEO, Conscious Capital Wealth Management; Founder, Future Capital
Gil Friend: Sustainability Hall of Fame; Natural Logic; Formerly CSO City of Palo Alto
Russ Gaskin: Consultant; Facilitator; Capacity Builder; Strategist; Complex Problem Solver; CEO, CoCreative
Jerome C. Glenn: Futures Researcher; Consultant to Governments; CEO of The Millennium Project
Alisa Gravitz: Green America; CERES; Solar Circle; Positive Future Network
Hazel Henderson: Author; Futurist; Evolutionary Economist; Ethical Markets; EthicMark Awards
Lisa Hough-Stewart: Communications and Mobilization Head of WEALL (Wellbeing Economy Alliance)
Garry Jacobs:* Author; Consultant; CEO World Academy of Art & Science; Member Club of Rome
Tim Kelley: Author; Consultant; Trainer; Global Change Agent; Creator of ‘True Purpose’
William Kennedy:* International Development Expert; UN Office of Partnerships
Patricia Klauser, DC:* Consultant, Entrepreneur; Information Architect; Co-founder, Social Fusion
Dinah Koehler: Research Analyst Leading Deloitte’s Global Sustainable Equities Team
Björn Larsson:* Economist; Author; Diplomat; The Foresight Group; Global Impact Investment Network
Pavel Luksha, PhD: Professor, Moscow School of Management; Founder and Director, Global Education Futures Initiative
Steven Lovink: Visioneer; Bridge-Builder; Philanthro-preneur; Founder of Planet2025 and Power of One
Barnaby Marsh: Philanthropy Strategist; Saint Partners; Templeton Foundation

Daniel J. Martin: Founding Member of Astia Angels Global Investor Network; Early Stage Investor

Peta Milan: Award Winning Writer, Director, Producer; Transcendent Media Capital

Terry Mollner: Socially Responsible Investing Pioneer; Founder, Trusteeship Institute; Director, Ben & Jerry's

Katn Patel: CEO of Greater Pacific Capital; Previously Managing Director Goldman Sachs

Mila Popovich: Humanities Expert; Founder, EVOlving Leadership; World Academy of Art & Science

Stephen G Post, PhD: Philosopher; Professor, Preventive Medicine; Stony Brook University School of Medicine

Sally Ann Ranney: American Renewable Energy Institute; ARE Day Summit; GlobalChoice.org

Inge Relph: Responsible Finance and Investment Foundation; G20 Sustainable Finance Innovation Inquiry

Thomas Reuter, PhD: Professor, University of Melbourne; Expert Advisor to IPCC, IPBES, WSDR, UNESCO

Judy Rogers: Author; Journalist; Founder of Images & Voices of Hope (media for good)

Crystal Rose, MD, PhD: OZY Multi-Media; Working to Inspire Educators and Elevate News Journalism

Steve Schueth: Thrice Partners; Authority and Resource to the Sustainable, Responsible, Impact Investment Industry

Raj Sisodia: Professor, Babson College; Thought and Action Leader, Conscious Capitalism Movement

Mark Sloss: Analyst; Portfolio Manager; Former Head of UBS ESG Group in New York

Heitor Gurgulino de Souza: World Academy of Art & Science; World University Consortium; Club of Rome

Patrick Somers Stephenson: Teacher, Advisor; Evolutionary Coaching Expert; Barrett Values Centre

Alaina Tobin: Student of Life; Graphic Designer Extraordinaire

Carol Wainaina: COO Africa50; former Assistant Secretary General for Human Resources United Nations

Claudia Weiss: Chairman, Institute of Noetic Sciences; Founding Chair, Invest In Yourself Working Group, NEXUS Global Summit and Network

**SEPTEMBER 16–17, 2019, World Bank (not at the UN gathering)**

**Robert Berg:** Chairman of the Board, Alliance for Peace-building; Fellow of the World Academy of Art & Science

**Tillman Bruett:** Director, Secretariat of the UN Secretary-General's Task Force on Digital Financing of the SDGs at UNCDF

**Lloyd Etheredge:** Director, Policy Sciences Center, USA; Fellow, World Academy of Art & Science

**Rodolfo Fiorini:** Professor of Bioengineering, Department of Electronics, Information and Bioengineering, Politecnico di Milano University, Italy; WAAS Trustee

**Heitor Gurgulino de Souza:** President, World Academy of Art & Science (WAAS); Former Rector Federal University of Sao Carlos, Sao Paulo, Brazil; Former President, United Nations University (UNU), Tokyo, Japan

**Craig Hammer:** Program Manager and Secretary of Development Data Council, The World Bank, USA; Associate Fellow, World Academy of Art & Science

**Kimberli Hudson:** Entrepreneur; CEO, Nexi; Co-founder, Unrul; Member, Finance Committee and Vestry, All Saints Episcopal; Board Member, Conscious Capitalism, Los Angeles

**Senthil Inbarajan:** Software Professional, USA

**Prachee Kale:** Director, Diverse Talent Management and Advancement at The Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation (DTCC)

**Elsie Maio:** Founder, Humanity, Inc.; Creator of SoulBranding

**Michael Marien:** Fellow of the World Academy of Art & science; heads the Academy’s Security & Sustainability Guide Project

**Mark Meaney:** Associate Professor & Executive Director, Center for Ethics and Social Responsibility, University of Colorado, Boulder

**Jamie Moy:** Founder, Strongurl; co-founder, Women on the Block

**Xiye Bastida Patrick:** Climate justice activist and youth leader, Fridays for Future NYC

**John Petersen:** Futurist, Founder & President, Arlington Institute

**Neantro Saavedra-Rivano:** Associate Fellow of the World Academy of Art & Science; Professor Emeritus, University of Tsukuba (Japan); Project Coordinator, ABIPTI (Brazil)

**Navroop Sahdev:** Founder & CEO, Rethink Markets; Fellow, MIT Media Lab

**Paul Shrivastava:** Chief Sustainability Officer, Pennsylvania State University; Director, Sustainability Institute; Professor, Management and Organization, Smeal College of Business

**Douglas Wilde:** Managing Partner and Chief Investment Officer, Wilde Capital Management